
sidered absolutely, a mere abstraction. He has no content that i 
socially constituted, no impulse transcending society that i881lot 

directed at assisting the social situation to transcend itself. E-\TC!I} : 

Christian doctrine of death and immortality, in which the nOd 
of absolute individuality is rooted, would be wholly void if it : 
not embrace humanity. The single man who hoped for inuno ... 
tality absolutely and for himself alone, would in such llinitati~ 
only inflate to preposterous dimensions the principle of self .. 
preservation which the injunction that 'He that loses his life, shall 
save it' holds in check. Socially, the absolute status granted to the 
individual marks the transition from the universal mediation of 
social relation - a mediation which, as exchange, always also 
requires curtailment of the particular interests realized through it _ 
to direct domination, where power is seized by the strongest. 
Through this dissolution of all the mediating elements within the 
individual himself, by virtue of which he was, in spite of every
thing, also a part of a social subject, he regresses, impoverished and 
coarsened, to the state of a mere social object. As something ab
stractly realized, in Hegel's sense, the individual cancels himself 
out: the coundess people who know nothing but their naked, prowl
ing interest are those who capitulate the moment organization and 
terror overtake them. If today the trace of humanity seems to 

persist only in the individual in his decline, it admonishes us to 

make an end of the fatality which individualizes men, only to break 
them completely in their isolation. The saving principle is nOW 

preserved in its antithesis alone. 
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Bequest. - Dialectical thought is an attempt to break through the 
coercion of logic by its own means. But since it must use tb~ 
means, it is at every moment in danger of itself acquiring a coerd;e 
character: the ruse of reason would like to hold sway over : 
dialectic too. The existing cannot be overstepped except by 11l~ 
of a universal derived from the existing order itself. The univ d 
triumphs over the existing through the latter's own concept, d1 
therefore, in its triumph, the power of mere existence consta!l et, 
threatens to reassert itself by the same violence that bro)(e ~ 
Through the absolute rule of negation, the movement of thought 

If 0 



· ry becomes, in accordance with the pattern of immanent 
of ~tOiS unambiguously, exclusively, implacably positive. Every
an,n ~ ;ubsumed under the principal economic phases and their 
thin~ pment, which each in tum historically shape the whole of 
de~e~. thought in its entirety has something of what Parisian 
s~e ~11 Ie genre chef d' oeuvre. That calamity is brought about 
art\s::ely by the stringency of such development; that this strin
pree cy is itse1f1inked to domination, is, at the least, not made explicit 
~e:ritical theory, which, like traditional theory, awaits salvation 
~rn stage.by-stage progression. Stringency and totality, the bour
geois intellectUal ideals of necessity and generality, do indeed 
circumscribe the formula of history, but for just this reason the 
constirution of society finds its precipitate in those great, immov
able, lordly concepts against which dialectical criticism and practice 
are directed. If Benjamin said that history had hitherto been written 
from the standpoint of the victor, and needed to be written from 
that of the vanquished,l we might add that knowledge must indeed 
present the fatally rectilinear succession of victory and defeat, but 
should also address itself to those things which were not embraced 
by this dynamic, which fell by the wayside - what might be called 
the waste products and blind spots that have escaped the dialectic. 
~t is in the narure of the defeated to appear, in their impotence, 
~rrelevant, eccentric, derisory. What transcends the ruling society 
IS not only the potentiality it develops but also all that which did 
not fit properly into the laws of historical movement. Theory must 
needs deal with cross-gained, opaque, unassimilated material, which 
:-s such admittedly has from the start an anachronistic quality, but 
ThOt wholly obsolete since it has outwitted the historical dynamiC. 
lP,IS can most readily be seen in art. Children's books like Alice in 
'iih:erlanJ Or Struwwelp~ter, of whi~h it would ~ :msurd to ask 
tno er they are progressive or reacttonary, contaIn Incomparably 
lie~~ eloquent ciphers even of history than the high drama of 
guilt el, c~ncerned though it is with the official themes of tragic 
indi "dturnlng points of history, the course of the world and the 

Vl ual and· S · • d·I·· h Hash ' In atle s pen an puen e plano pieces t ere are 
ts of . 

~th aU' e~perlence undreamed of by the school of Schonberg, 
it. Th Its ngour and all the pathos of musical development behind 
On a pe ve~ ?randeur of logical deductions may inadvertently take 

rOVlnclal q I' B . ., · · · 
I \Yr ua tty. enJamtn s writings are an attempt 10 ever 
· 'Yalter B . . 

enJamln, Illuminations, London 1973, pp. 1~8-<J. 



new ways to make philosophically fruitful what has not Yet ~ 
foreclosed by great intentions. The task he bequeathed was no 
abandon such an attempt to the estranging enigmas of thot ~ 
alone, but to bring the intentionless within the realm of COn 11Kht 
the obligation to think at the same time dialectically and un~ 
~~. ~ 
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Gold assay. - Among the concepts to which, after the dissolution 
of its religious and the formalization of its autonomous nonna, 
bourgeois morality has shrunk, that of genuineness ranks highest. 
If nothing else can be bindingly required of man, then at the least 
he should be wholly and entirely what he is. In the identity of each 
individual with himself the posrulate of incorruptible truth, to. 

gether with the glorification of the factual, are transferred from 
Enlightenment knowledge to ethics. It is just the critically indepen
dent late-bourgeois thinkers, sickened by traditional judgements 
and idealistic phrases, who concur with this view. Ibsen's admittedly 
violated verdict on the living lie, Kierkegaard's doctrine of existence, 
have made the ideal of authenticity a centrepiece of metaphysics. 
In Nietzsche's analysis the word genuine stands unquestioned, 
exempt from conceptual development. To the convened and 
unconverted philosophers of Fascism, finally, values like authen
ticity, heroic endurance of the 'being-in-the-worldt of individual 
existence, frontier-situations, become a means of usurping religio~ 
authoritarian pathos without the least religious content. They lead 
to the denunciation of anything that is not of sufficiendy sterling 
"""IJrth, sound to the core, that is, the Jews: did not Richard Wagn~ 
already playoff genuine German metal against foreign dross an 
thus misuse criticism of the culture market as an apology for baf 
barism? Such abuse, however, is not extrinsic to the concept 0 

genuineness. Now that its worn-out livery is being sold off, seJ11lS 
and patches are coming to light that were invisibly present in the 
great days of its opposition. The untruth is located in the su~s~ 
tum of genuineness itself, the individual. If it is in the prtizct~ 
inJiviauationis, as the antipodes Hegel and Schopenhauer bo 
recognized, that the secret of the world's course is concealed, til; 
the conception of an ultimate and absolute substantiality of 


